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About This Game

Magic matchstick is a simple puzzle game to solve puzzles with matches. The levels are both simple and complex,
making them suitable for both children and adults.

The aim of the game:
To guess the solution of the equations by moving matchsticks from one place to another in order to equality turned out
correct. Thus the goal is to rearranged matchsticks to get true equality. The game is simple but fun! Most levels can be

completed in different ways.
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Features:
• The classic puzzle game with matchsticks

• Nice graphics and music
• Many exciting levels

• Simple and complex levels

How to play:
Move, remove or add matchsticks to shapes and equations, performing various tasks on logic.

"Magic matchstick" powered by Clickteam Fusion 2.5
Music: Bensound
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Title: Magic matchstick
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Anime squad
Publisher:
Anime squаd
Release Date: 1 Sep, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, Vista, 8, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel Celeron 1800 MHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 15 MB available space

English,Russian
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magic match stick. magic matchstick. magic matchstick trick. magic of matchstick. matchstick floating magic. magic with
matchstick box. matchstick box magic trick. matchstick floating magic. magic with matchstick. jumping matchstick magic
trick. jumping matchstick magic trick. magic rising matchstick. magic tricks by matchstick. magic with matchstick. matchstick
magic in hindi. magic matchsticks channel 8. matchstick magic trick in hindi. magic tricks from matchstick. matchstick magic
video. magic of matchstick. matchstick magic tricks revealed. magic matchstick steam. magic matchstick. magic rising
matchstick. magic jumping matchstick. matchstick magic in hindi. magic of matchstick box. magic tricks from matchstick.
matchstick magic tricks revealed. matchstick magic video. magic matchsticks channel 8. magic matchstick steam. simple
matchstick magic. magic of matchstick box. matchstick magic trick smoke. card matchstick magic trick. magic jumping
matchstick. magic matchstick trick. matchstick magic trick smoke. magic tricks by matchstick. matchstick box magic trick.
card matchstick magic trick. matchstick magic trick in hindi. simple matchstick magic. magic with matchstick box. magic
match stick

No reviews? Like, only one in English so far? Wow!
Anyways, this game is beyond terrible. And not being free of course it doesn't deserve a single cent.
The whole game consist of a magic matchstick game: you have minimalistic instructions in Russian and English like remove 1
matchstick, remove 3 matchsticks etc. per every level and well, the board consists of three numbers from 0 to 9.
You then have to move the matchsticks in order to get the mathematic product work. I mean, you have to create the number by
manually dragging the matchsticks and make simple things like 5 - 1 = 4 and so on.
The game is all here, the graphics are awful (a clear blue background and matchsticks that I can design better on Paint) and
really you have nothing else to do, just follow the instruction and change some sticks in order to get a correct mathematical
function.
The numbers are so wide on the screen that it isn't even easy to understand what you're doing, but even if it was better designed
well, the game is a 10-minutes trash 'cos there are no difficulties, no interesting ideas, no purposes at all and going on doesn't
change anything.
No fun at all here.. 10\/10 would waste money for these freakin achievement games again. Ez unlock 4252 Achievements
100%. You get what you paid for, 4.2K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to
increase the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste
your money. This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.. I like the idea of this game, but not its
execution. The biggest thing is the way the large matchsticks are spaced out and I strain my eye to distinguish the numbers,
hindering this is MS paint-like background color. Oh, and the game seemed to stop unlocking achievements after the first 9 for
me. The fix I read of in the dicussions did not work for me. On a postive note: at least you have the option to turn off the
repetitive music. I might change my mind if the developers fix this stuff, amd update the game. From the news feed, the updates
don't do much (mostly fixing achievement errors), unlikely to change review.. You get what you paid for, 4.2K achievements at
minimum price. If you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to increase the number of achievements on your profile
showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste your money. This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of
distributing achievements.
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I like the idea of this game, but not its execution. The biggest thing is the way the large matchsticks are spaced out and I strain
my eye to distinguish the numbers, hindering this is MS paint-like background color. Oh, and the game seemed to stop
unlocking achievements after the first 9 for me. The fix I read of in the dicussions did not work for me. On a postive note: at
least you have the option to turn off the repetitive music. I might change my mind if the developers fix this stuff, amd update
the game. From the news feed, the updates don't do much (mostly fixing achievement errors), unlikely to change review.. Ez
unlock 4252 Achievements 100%. No reviews? Like, only one in English so far? Wow!
Anyways, this game is beyond terrible. And not being free of course it doesn't deserve a single cent.
The whole game consist of a magic matchstick game: you have minimalistic instructions in Russian and English like remove 1
matchstick, remove 3 matchsticks etc. per every level and well, the board consists of three numbers from 0 to 9.
You then have to move the matchsticks in order to get the mathematic product work. I mean, you have to create the number by
manually dragging the matchsticks and make simple things like 5 - 1 = 4 and so on.
The game is all here, the graphics are awful (a clear blue background and matchsticks that I can design better on Paint) and
really you have nothing else to do, just follow the instruction and change some sticks in order to get a correct mathematical
function.
The numbers are so wide on the screen that it isn't even easy to understand what you're doing, but even if it was better designed
well, the game is a 10-minutes trash 'cos there are no difficulties, no interesting ideas, no purposes at all and going on doesn't
change anything.
No fun at all here.. 10\/10 would waste money for these freakin achievement games again
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